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The battle with the undead army lasted for two years and finally ended with the extinction of the 
zombies. 
 
“Before the players left, they erected a stone tablet in the center of the world. ” 
 
It described their battle with the death Legion as an invader in memory of their former opponent. 
 
“After doing all this, they followed Lu Wu through the boundary barrier and came to the outer space. ” 
 
“They still had eight thousand years, so they could not stop their campaign. ” 
 
The opponent was too strong. They could only break through their limits and become stronger. Only 
then would they have the strength to fight. 
 
Lu Wu once again took out the death list that he had prepared and began to search for the next target. 
 
“As he flipped through the books, Lu Wu quickly found a new enemy. ” 
 
[Starlink world established the surprising race] 
 
“According to the information provided by the Holy Spirit clan, the wonder clan was an extremely 
special clan. The world they lived in was even more special. There was no upper or lower level space 
Dominator, and this clan could directly absorb the spirit Qi from the outer realm for use. ” 
 
“They were also very powerful. Although they were not as powerful as the celestial machinery Army, 
they were not much weaker. ” 
 
The wonder race was considered a neutral race and had never invaded other worlds. 
 
“This was because the Starlink world they lived in had a Lake that was connected to the abyssal space in 
the outer realm. There, they could capture ‘abyssal beasts’ to eat and satisfy all the needs of their 
bodies. ” 
 
“In a situation where they were completely self-sufficient, although the wonder race communicated 
with powers from the outer realms, they never invaded other worlds. ” 
 
The entire tribe lived in harmony and was very United and friendly. 
 
“For example, every time they went to the abyssal Lake to hunt for abyssal beasts, the wonder race 
would kick a few of their clansmen down in advance and ask them to check if there were any space 
beasts in the lake. If there were, they would sacrifice a few of their clansmen and then disperse. ” 
 
“If there’s none, then I’ll have to muster up the courage to go down and capture the “”abyssal beast.”” ” 
 
What were clansmen? The clansmen were used to probe for danger! 
 



Lu Wu was very interested in such a harmonious and loving race. 
 
“However, what interested Lu Wu the most was that this race could mass-produce a very precious 
resource, the “”star core””. This resource was a precious item that could be converted into soul power 
for Lu Wu. ” 
 
“Therefore, this time, Lu Wu decided to go to the celestial world to take a look. Let’s not talk about 
whether he could win or not, his real purpose was to plunder a batch of “”star cores””. ” 
 
“After making the decision, Lu Wu led the players across space and came to a world that was about one-
tenth the size of the Three Realms. ” 
 
“Although it was a small world, because the surprised clan could directly absorb the spiritual energy 
from the outer space, their strength was much stronger than those forces in small worlds. Lu Wu and 
the players became more cautious and were ready for battle. ” 
 
“However, to Lu Wu and the players ‘surprise, their arrival did not alarm the people of the strange 
world. The world was still quiet, as if no one cared about their arrival at all. ” 
 
“Out of curiosity, Lu Wu began to search for the surprised clansmen with the divine artifact. ” 
 
“A moment later, Lu Wu, who found a “”amazed tribe””, led the players to tear space and head towards 
that area. ” 
 
“Across space, what appeared in front of Lu Wu and the players was a magnificent lakeside city. Looking 
down from the sky, they could clearly see the strange people walking around inside. ” 
 
Their appearance immediately alarmed the surprised clansmen in the city. 
 
They looked up at the players with shock on their faces. 
 
“The purpose of the forces from the outer realms suddenly descending was obvious. They were also a 
race that had come into contact with the forces from the outer realms, so they understood this logic. ” 
 
“As they looked at each other, the players ‘expressions were calm, and they were ready for battle. ” 
 
The war was about to begin! 
 
“However, what Lu Wu and the players didn’t expect was that the people in the city suddenly tore open 
space one by one and disappeared in front of them. ” 
 
“In just a few seconds, the city was empty … ” 
 
Lu Wu was speechless. 
 
The players were speechless. 
 
“””He should be calling for help. Everyone, get ready!”” ” 



 
“””It’s probably going to be a tough battle. I’ll buy more potions from the merchant shop first!”” ” 
 
…… 
 
The players discussed it and gave a relatively reasonable explanation. 
 
This was because the players were certain that the members of the amazed tribe were extremely 
powerful from the way they tore space. 
 
“It wasn’t that they didn’t have the strength to fight them, and in fact, from the information they had 
obtained, the current strength of the amazed clansmen was even stronger than theirs. ” 
 
“Therefore, the players were more or less nervous, knowing that they were going to be beaten up. ” 
 
“The reason why they didn’t start a war with them was probably to call for help. However, the players 
felt that this was a wise choice. They didn’t think there was anything wrong with it. ” 
 
“However, the way some alien races thought about problems was obviously not something that Lu Wu 
and the players could guess. ” 
 
“He waited and waited until the sky turned dark, but the surprised clansmen still hadn’t arrived. ” 
 
“At this moment, a player once again gave an explanation on the forum.”” ” 
 
“The surprised race was probably making sufficient preparations and did not dare to start a war rashly. 
However, this was how a smart race should act against an enemy. ” 
 
“After all, not all races were like the undead army, who only knew how to eat! Eat! Eat! ” 
 
“This explanation was very reasonable, and most players agreed with this concept. ” 
 
“But this wait lasted for three days. The players were all dumbfounded, and Lu Wu was also very 
helpless. ” 
 
It seemed like … He wasn’t coming? 
 
“Thinking of this, Lu Wu immediately activated the divine artifact and began to search for the surprised 
people by burning his soul coins. ” 
 
“After finding a new tribe, Lu Wu once again took the players to cross space and landed above the area 
where the surprised tribe was. ” 
 
“After another brief exchange of gazes, before the players could attack, the astonished clansmen tore 
open space and disappeared again. ” 
 
The players realized that something was wrong. 
 



That was why the players took the initiative to attack when they teleported again without any 
hesitation. 
 
“However, what they didn’t expect was that the instant they appeared, all of the amazed clansmen 
below tore open space and left without the slightest hesitation. ” 
 
“””F * ck, can’t you just fight properly? are you crazy?”” ” 
 
“””What kind of idiotic race are they? why are they so skilled at escaping? how can they be happy?”” ” 
 
“””They’re too coy. No, the stupid officials have to jump again. We must catch them this time!”” ” 
 
…… 
 
“At that moment, the players realized something. ” 
 
This strange Clansman didn’t want to start a war with them at all. What did he mean by gathering 
strength to return? he was just running away! 
 
“After getting ready, Lu Wu once again led the players to jump through space, vowing to capture the 
surprised race. ” 
 
“This time, Lu Wu took the lead. ” 
 
“The moment he made his move, all the astonished clansmen below tore open space and fled. ” 
 
“However, under the influence of Lu Wu’s Emperor aura, there were still two of them who were caught 
and could not escape through space. ” 
 
“At this moment, the players ‘minds exploded. ” 
 
This was the first time they had suffered a loss since the start of the war. 
 
They knew that the officials would burn their soul coins every time they jumped. That was why they only 
managed to capture two of their people. It was a huge loss no matter how they looked at it. 
 
The players ‘expressions were twisted as they looked at the two shocked tribesmen who had been 
caught. 
 
He was too F * cking cowardly! 
 
“””I surrender. I can provide you with all the information related to the astounding race. I also know 
where part of our planet’s core is stored. I’m willing to give you the coordinates, great space warrior!”” 
At this moment, one of the surprised clansmen who had been restrained by the Emperor aura suddenly 
shouted. ” 
 
“These words were translated by the artifact, and the players were all stunned. ” 
 



What was going on? 
 
“””I’m also willing to provide everything. Do you need space slaves? I can do it, don’t kill me!”” At this 
moment, another member of the tribe spoke with a vexed expression. ” 
 
“However, they weren’t upset that they were caught, but that they didn’t speak first and let their 
companions speak first. ” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu and the other players were dumbfounded. ” 
 
“After opening the analysis, the players discovered that the strength of the two surprised tribesmen had 
actually reached the void realm (ancient God-level). ” 
 
“What kind of concept was this? other than Lu Wu, no one else present could fight any of them. ” 
 
“However, their actions made the players facepalm. ” 
 
“Embarrassing, this is too F * cking embarrassing! ” 
 
“After all, he was a void realm (ancient God Realm) expert. Why was he so direct? We didn’t say 
anything, and you’re ready to betray your clansmen? Selling the clan’s resources? ” 
 
That was too realistic! 
 
“However, the thought of being able to harvest resources made the players feel a little better. ” 
 
“Then, before the players could ask, the two curious beings told them everything they knew without 
holding anything back. ” 
 
“Even if his own brother obtained a treasure in the outer realms and hid it somewhere, he would sell it 
out without hesitation, as if he was afraid of being killed. ” 
 
Lu Wu didn’t want to say anything to the surprised race who were so cooperative. 
 
“As expected, the saying was right. When the forest was big, there were all kinds of birds. ” 
 
The vast outer space world was naturally the same. It was the first time that Lu Wu and the players had 
encountered such a ridiculous race. 
 
“To be so afraid of death, it was no wonder that he would not invade other worlds. It was because he 
was afraid! ” 
 
“It was one thing to be able to defeat them, but they were more worried about being injured. ” 
 
“They could easily wipe them out if they United, but they liked to surrender. They were too F * cking 
cowardly! ” 
 



“Later on, the players posted on the forum and compiled all the coordinates given by the two amazed 
clansmen into a written guide for other players to read. On the other hand, Lu Wu asked the players to 
form their own small teams and go to find the treasure according to the coordinates provided by the 
surprised clan. ” 
 
“After Lu Wu gave his instructions, the millions of players dispersed and began to search this world. ” 
 
“But soon, the players ‘mental state was broken again by the surprise of their clansmen. ” 
 
“Every time they descended, the surprised clansmen would run away with their treasures, not giving 
them any chance to attack. ” 
 
“Sometimes, a God-level player could kill ten ancient God-level (void-level) members of the surprise 
tribe and travel through space. ” 
 
“Although they could easily kill the players, the surprised race didn’t seem to have such thoughts. ” 
 
“Resistance, resistance was non-existent. What if he was injured! ” 
 
“With such a Voldemort race, the players ‘mentality collapsed. ” 
 
“They were never afraid of the enemy’s strength. Even if they were at an absolute disadvantage in the 
battle, the players did not care because battle was the way they harvested resources. ” 
 
“However, it was the first time they had encountered a race like the wonder race, which didn’t give 
them a chance to fight at all. ” 
 
“At that moment, the players missed the undead army. Compared to the zombie-type, the amazed were 
simply bastards. ” 
 
This was the first time that Lu Wu and the players had lost so much since the war started. 
 
“Even so, the players did not give up. They had never been defeated before, and they would not be 
defeated here. ” 
 
He had to fight to the end! 
 
“Hence, the angry players increased their search efforts. ” 
 
“However, the surprising race’s performance was always beyond their expectations. ” 
 
A portion of the shocked clansmen actually chose to escape to the outer space … They didn’t even want 
their homes! 
 
They felt that Starlink was simply too dangerous. They couldn’t believe so many terrifying creatures had 
appeared. 
 
Scoff~scoff~ 



 
“At that moment, Lu Wu and the players ‘expressions were so obvious (what kind of crazy race is this?) ” 


